GUIDE FOR CUSTOM PORTRAITS
OF LUCÍA SEGURA GARCÍA
¡Welcome! ¡If you are reading this is because you may
want one ofmy illustrations!

Data I need to know:
Before starting I’ll need you to answer some questions and then have an idea of what
you are looking for:
- What do you need and for what? ( a portrait to give a present to someone, a portrait
for wedding cards, a portrait of you and your partner to hang in your home, a logo to
do bussiness cards...)
- Could you please send me a photo that you want me to draw? If you do this from the
beggining, all the process will be quicker as I need it to give you a quote.
- What size do you want it? ( dinA4, dinA3, postal, card... in cm or inches?)
- Do you want this custom portrait to do copies or just for personal use? ( just to give
as a present for a person, I need many copies to put them into a wedding invitation
for 200 people, I want 1000 business cards...)
- When do you need it for? ( tomorrow, a couple of weeks, a month...)

Services conditions:
The custom portraits, as general, are in Dina3 size ( 42 x 29,7cm on 300px ) and they
are made as digital illustrations. It gives flexibility to the process and I can do some
changes to adapt to your requests.
This illustrations includes the possibility of making a maximum of two corrections.
From the third change, I will charge an extra cost.

So the illustration’s print isn’t included in the commission.
The whole payment will be done in 2 parts: the 50% before the beggining of the work
and the other 50% before the delivery of the finished artwork in high quality. Before the
second payment, I will send you the illustration in low quality so you can tell me if you
agreed with the final result.
The 50% payment done before starting the job won’t be returned in any case, as the
customer already know which is the style of Lucia Segura and what kind of drawing is
going to receive.
The client understand that the delivery of the illustrations don’t give him/her the rights
to reproduce, explode or modify it in any of its parts. In case of need the artwork to make
reproductions, the price will need to be negotiated.

Illustrations will be delivered in JPEG and TIFF format ( in one layer ) through e-mail.

Lucía Segura García

www.luciasegura-art.com / luciasegura.art@gmail.com

I show you here some different qualities I offer you, with their indicative prices.

JUST PENCIL PORTRAIT OPTION

BASIC COLOR PORTRAIT OPTION

REALISTIC PORTRAIT OPTION

Price for one person: 50,00 €
+ 20,00 € per additional people.

Price for one person: 80,00 €
+ 35,00 € per additional people.

Price for one person: 180,00 €
+ 60,00 € per additional people.

( *Prices can vary depending on the requirements of each commission. The prices
that appear here are the standard for custom portraits on DinA3 size, done digitally,
without option to be reproduced more than once, with a delivery margin of a month.
Make sure you have a recent copy of this document as prices can vary with time.

Lucía Segura García

You can see more examples of my illustrations on my website www.luciasegura-art.com
or on my Instagram @luciasegura.art. If you find an illustration you really like and want
me to do something similar to that, include that image in the email with the features of
the commission. If you already have everything clear or do you want to ask me something,
contact me through email to luciasegura.art@gmail.com and I will reply you as soon as
possbile. See you soon!
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